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Abstract
High Dynamic Range (HDR) video has emerged from research labs around the
world and entered the realm of consumer electronics. The dynamic range that a
human can see in a scene with minimal eye adaption (approximately 1,000,000 :
1) is vastly greater than traditional imaging technology which can only capture
about 8 f-stops (256 : 1). HDR technology, on the other hand, has the potential
to capture the full range of light in a scene; even more than a human eye can
see. This paper examines the field of HDR video from capture to display; past,
present and future. In particular the paper looks beyond the current marketing
hype around HDR, to show how HDR video in the future can and, indeed,
should bring about a step change in imaging, analogous to the change from
black and white to colour.
Keywords: High dynamic range imaging, HDR, HDR video

1. Introduction
There can be a very broad range of lighting in a scene, from parts in bright
sunshine to areas of dark shadow. The ratio between the darkest and brightest
parts of a scene is known as its dynamic range. Figure 1 shows a sunset with a
dynamic range of 10.6 f-stops. The dark area has a lighting level of 2.8 cd/m2
(also known as nits), whilst the setting sun behind the clouds has a light level
of 4,400 cd/m2 , giving the scene a dynamic range of 4400/2.8 = 1571.4 ≈ 21 0.6
ie just over 10 f-stops.
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Figure 1: Captured with an ARRI Alexa camera and tone mapped for print; 10.6 f-stops of
dynamic range in a sunset scene with a minimum lighting level of 2.8
4,400cm/m2 .
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and a maximum of

Note detail is lost in the tone mapping process. Image courtesy of Brian Karr.

As humans can see approximately 20 f-stops of light with no noticeable eye
adaption, all the detail in this scene would be visible. However, if an image of
this scene was captured by a traditional, or Low Dynamic Range (LDR) (aka
SDR=Standard Dynamic Range) 1 digital camera significant detail would be lost
as such technology is only capable of capturing 8 f-stops. This is worse than
film cameras which were capable of capturing approximately 15.5 f-stops, while
as early as the 1960s a special silver halide photographic film was developed in
order to capture the wide dynamic range of, for example, nuclear explosions and
rocket motor flames [3, 4]. This film was capable of capturing 26.6 f-stops.
In the early 1990s, it became clear to a number of researchers that existing
digital imaging techniques were inadequate to cope with the data required to
store the full range of lighting available in a real world scene. This was driven
primarily by computer graphics, where rapid advances in physically-based rendering techniques in the 1980s, such as ray tracing [5] and radiosity [6], had
1 In

an attempt to standardise the definition of what constitutes HDR the MPEG adhoc

committee on HDR adopted the suggestion by EU COST Action IC1005 [1]: Low Dynamic
Range (LDR) is ≤ 10 f-stops (aka Standard Dynamic Rage (SDR)); Enhanced Dynamic Range
(EDR) is > 10 f-stops and ≤ 16 f-stops; and, High Dynamic Range (HDR) is > 16 f-stops [2].
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brought about the synthesis of highly realistic computer imagery. In 1991,
Ward introduced a data format which was able to represent HDR pixel values
to support his physically-based rendering engine, Radiance [7]. A breakthrough
for capturing HDR images came with Debevec and Malik’s paper in 1997 [8],
which clearly demonstrated how an HDR image could be captured from a series
of LDR exposures using knowledge of the camera response curve. It would still,
however, be many years before the first displays capable of displaying HDR
video (2004) [9], or HDR video cameras (2009) [10] would appear.
Currently, HDR video is gaining wider adoption, helped mainly through the
specification of Ultra High Definition (UHD) for the broadcasting sector, ITUR Recommendation BT.2020 [11]. Although a single standard for HDR has
yet to be agreed, consensus is forming around the HDR10 [12] and HLG [13]
proposals, both of which have been encapsulated in the recent ITU-R HDR-TV
Recommendation BT.2100 [14]. The key question now is: Has enough been done
to ensure that HDR technology can indeed capture and later display at least all
the detail that a human eye can see in any scene, and preferably even the detail
that the human eye cannot see?

2. The HDR video Pipeline
Figure 2 shows the HDR video pipeline as envisaged by cartoonist Lance
Bell for EU COST Action IC1005 [1]. The 25 years since Ward published his
pioneering data format for storing HDR data [7], has seen significant developments in HDR technology, albeit in step changes rather than steady progress.
The development has been a classic case of what comes first, the chicken or the
egg? Before the arrival of HDR displays, HDR images could be captured with
multiple exposures, or created using computer graphics, but they could only be
displayed on LDR displays. This led to a large number of tone mapping operators (TMOs) being proposed to better display the HDR images on the LDR
screens [15]. With the advent of HDR displays, HDR images could finally be
shown directly in HDR, but there were no video cameras capable of capturing
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Figure 2: The HDR pipeline. Image courtesy of EU COST Action IC1005 [1].

HDR video. The multiple-exposure technique, which worked well with static
scenes, resulted in ghosting artefacts when parts of the scene, or the camera,
were moving.
2.1. Capture
To minimise ghosting artefacts, systems that use a multiple exposure approach to capture HDR video, such as the work by McNamee et al. [16], require
sophisticated, real-time de-ghosting algorithms [17]. Other HDR video systems
avoid the need for multiple exposures by using, for example, multiple sensors
with the same integration time through a single lens [10]. The sensors need
different sensitivities to cover the whole dynamic range of the scene which can
be created by analogue-gain and/or neutral density-filters. Such an approach
has the advantage that artefacts from moving objects are avoided and correct
motion blur is achieved from the identical integration-time. However, matching
the images from the sensors is challenging to achieve due to restrictions on sensor alignment precision. Furthermore, building cameras with multiple sensors
having a larger format is difficult and the result could be physically cumbersome.
While research prototype HDR video cameras have been able to achieve 20
f-stops at 30fps, commercial HDR video cameras can currently only capture a
much more modest dynamic range. A recent survey of the dynamic range of 18
commercial cameras for possible use in imaging rocket launches [18], concluded
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that current commercial systems were only able to capture < 18 f-stops, and
thus not yet suitable to adequately image a rocket launch (> 20 f-stops).
2.2. Storage
The full range of light in a scene can be represented using 32 bit IEEE
floating point single precision values for each colour channel, ie with 96 bits per
pixel (bpp) [15]. LDR is typically stored using just 24 bpp, 8 bits per colour
channel. The data requirements of HDR are significant. A single HDR frame of
uncompressed 4K UHD resolution (3,840 × 2,160 pixels) requires approximately
95Mbytes, and a minute of data at 30fps is 167 Gbytes. Efficient data formats
and compression techniques are thus essential if HDR video is to be used with
existing ICT infrastructure.
Since Wards Radiance format [7], a number of other ways of representing
HDR pixels have been proposed, including LogLuv encoding used in a custom
HDR-version of the TIFF images [19], and OpenEXR. Developed by Industrial
Light and Magic for the film industry, OpenEXR has since been released as
free software [20]. Adopted by the Academy Color Encoding System (ACES)
for ensuring consistent colour within the life cycle of a film [21], OpenEXR is,
however, not suitable for HDR video as each frame at HD resolution requires
about 8 Mbytes when compressed with lossless compression. Instead efficient
video compression is required.
2.3. Compression
Compression of HDR video may be classified as one-stream or two-stream
[22]. One-stream methods benefit from the higher bit-depths (≥ 10) available
in modern video codecs. Compression is achieved via a transfer function that
maps the input HDR video stream into a more compact representation. Meta
data can be included in the resulting compressed stream to provide additional
information necessary for reconstructing the HDR video signal at the display.
Examples of one-stream HDR video compression include HDRv [23], adaptive
LogLuv [24], PQ [25], HLG [26] and the Power Transfer Function method [27].
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Two-stream methods, on the other hand, separate the single HDR video input stream into base and detail streams which are then compressed separately.
One of the two streams is frequently backward compatible, allowing it to be
played directly on an existing LDR player, while the other stream contains the
additional information required to reconstruct the HDR video. A key advantage
of two-stream methods is that they work on legacy 8-bit infrastructure, including mobile devices, as well as with more recent higher bit-depth frameworks.
Examples of two-stream compression for HDR video include HDR-MPEG [28],
rate distortion [29], the base and detail method [30], and optimal exposure [31].
A recent evaluation of one- and two-streams showed that one stream methods
perform better, on the whole, than two-stream methods in both subjective and
objective evaluations [22].
2.4. Displays
One of the earliest HDR displays was a stereoscopic viewer developed by
Ward in 2002 [32], Figure 3. Comprising a bright uniform backlight connected
to a set of LEEP ARV-1 stereo optics, the system provided a 120 degrees field
of view in each eye. The HDR images were provided by printed transparencies
which, when layered, provided a dynamic range of 10,000 : 1. This viewer was
subsequently validated against real scenes and a close match found in terms of
visibility and contrast [33].
The Sunnybrook Technologies SBT1.3 HDR Display was a rear-projection
based dual-modulation display system. An Optoma EzPro737 DLP (Digital
Light Projection) video projector was modified. The colour wheel was removed
and the greyscale video was projected through an array of lenses onto the back
of a 15” XGA colour Sharp LQ150X1DG0 LCD display. The system was capable
of displaying HDR images with a dynamic range of more than 75,000 : 1 [34].
Future versions of Sunnybrook Technologies (which became known as Brightside
in March 2005) HDR displays replaced the data projector with a backlight comprising an individually controlled array of white LEDs. These were projected
through a standard LCD monitor. Each LED covered approximately 4040 pix6

Figure 3: Earliest HDR display [32] (left) and Validating HDR against reality [33] (right) .

els. This, together with software correction algorithms that took into account
how the human eye perceives light scattering, provided a substantial increase
in dynamic range. The DR37-P display was capable of a dynamic range of 16
f-stops [9].
In February 2007 Brightside was acquired by Dolby. Subsequent development of HDR displays was undertaken by SIM2, which in 2009 released their
first HDR display, the HDR47, with a peak luminance of 4,000 cd/m2 . In 2014
SIM2 announced the HDR47ES6MB. The backlight for this display is provided
by 2202 LEDs with 12 bits of brightness resolution for each LED, giving a peak
brightness of 6,000 cd/m2 . The front panel is a 47 LCD TFT, High Temperature panel with full HD (1,920 × 1,080) resolution and the display is capable
of a video frame rate of 60Hz. At IBC in September 2016, SIM2 together with
partners, University of Warwick, TrueDR Ltd and Vicomtech-IK4, showed the
world’s first 10,000 cd/m2 display. Section 3 highlights how this compares with
some of the modern consumer HDR displays.
2.5. Quality Metrics
Although substantial research has been undertaken in evaluating the quality
of LDR video [35, 36], the only recent wider availability of HDR video means
that far less has been done with HDR video. Using LDR metrics directly with
HDR video has been shown to result in a low correlation between the results
of these object metrics and human studies [22]. LDR methods can be used
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for HDR if the metrics take into account the human visuals system’s (HVS)
propensity to light perception. The Perceptually Uniform (PU) encoding [37]
can be used to modify traditional metrics such as PSNR and SSIM [38] to
be more amiable to HDR video quality validation. Metrics designed directly
for HDR, for example, the High Dynamic Range-Visible Difference Predictor
(HDR-VDP) [39], and others designed directly for HDR video such as High
Dynamic Range-Visual Quality Metric (HDR-VQM) [40] and Dynamic Range
Independent Visual Quality Metric (DRI-VQM) [41] perform well also and, as
with the PU-modified metrics, provide a good objective measure of the quality
of HDR video [22].

3. The Present: Consumer HDR
From relative obscurity just three years ago, HDR has now become a widely
recognised term and a first wave of televisions which claim to support HDR are
appearing [42]. At the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in January 2016, a
number of leading manufacturers, including Sony, LG, Panasonic and Samsung,
all showed TVs claiming to support HDR. In addition, a consortium of TV
manufacturers, broadcasters and content producers, the UHD Alliance [43], was
formed to promote their view of HDR. They proposed a benchmark, Ultra
HD Premium, above which they were happy to certify that the platform was
suitable for a “premium 4K experience”. To satisfy manufacturers of both LED
and OLED HDR displays, the UHD Alliance proposed two definitions of HDR
[44]:
1. 1,000 cd/m2 peak brightness and < 0.05 cd/m2 black level (contrast ratio
20,000 : 1, 14.3 f-stops) for LED TVs which are brighter but with less
black levels, or
2. > 540 cd/m2 brightness and < 0.0005 cd/m2 black level (contrast ratio
1,080,000 : 1, 20 f-stops) for OLED TVs which have deep blacks but
much lower peak brightness.
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There are currently three proposals to support consumer HDR in this first
wave: HDR10 [12], HLG [26] and Dolby Vision [45]. HDR10 is based on a 10-bit
PQ curve [25] which is part of SMPTE standard ST.2084 [12]. Television sets
which support HDR10 are allowed by the UHD Alliance to use their Ultra HD
Premium logo. Furthermore, the Consumer Technology Association (CTA), requires any television labelled as HDR-compatible to be able to decode HDR10
inputs [46]. Any metadata is static for the entire length of any content. Dolby
Vision is a proprietary standard which includes a 12-bit PQ curve. The metadata for any content may vary scene by scene [46, 47]. HLG has been designed
by the BBC and NHK for the television industry [26], and was standardised
as ARIB STD-B67 [13]. It needs no metadata, the management of which is
a major challenge in live broadcast. Both HLG and PQ are now contained in
ITU-R Rec BT.2100 [14].
The first wave of consumer HDR displays are, however, unable to deliver
the full potential of HDR. Despite the impressive 20 f-stops of dynamic range
claimed for OLED televisions, these devices have serious limitations. To be able
to actually see detail in the dark areas of the screen, the content needs to be
watched in a totally dark room. In fact it is even recommended that the walls
of the room are not painted white to avoid any increase in ambient light levels
[48]. Even for the consumer LED HDR displays certified by the UHDA, it is
recommended that, to be able to clearly see the benefits of HDR, the displays
should be placed in an ambient lighting on no more than 5 cd/m2 .
A further limitation of consumer HDR displays, highlighted by the recent
survey of HDTVtest [49], is that they do not provide an overall brighter image,
but rather maintain the average picture level of the frames. The HDR effect is
achieved by deeper black levels and a few bright highlights. In addition to the
need to use these displays in dark environments so that the deeper black levels
can actually be seen, it is in fact not possible to simply increase the overall
brightness of the screen to get a brighter image as one would with a traditional
LDR display. This is because the maximum backlight brightness is being used
to provide the bright highlights. One of the contributing factors to this problem
9

Figure 4: Searches for HDR video since 2004 (from Google trends).

is the lack of flexibility in the ST.2084 EOTF to adapt to different ambient
lighting conditions because every input signal value is mapped directly to the
same output luminance level on all HDR displays [12].

4. Applications
As HDR video become more widely known, so has the number of requests
for more information and applications become more widespread. Figure 4 shows
the trend as to how information requests about HDR video have grown since
2004. In addition there has been a significant increase in special sessions at
conferences, for example, [BN11, CC14], special issues of journals, for example
[50, 51] and even books dedicated to HDR video, for example [52, 53]. HDR
video is now being used in applications across most fields of imaging, including:
filming spacecraft [54], automotive [55], object tracking [56], etc.
4.1. Linear vs Perceptual Encoding
One issue that is now being realised is that nearly all tone mapping operators
and video encoding schemes are designed to provide HDR video content for
human viewers and not for computer vision applications. Perceptual encoding
can exploit knowledge of the HVS, such as the fact the HVS is able to discern
luminance threshold differences more clearly in darker areas than brighter ones
to achieve efficient encoding [57]. However, for computer vision applications,
such perceptual encoding may result in detail in the scene being missed or
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Figure 5: Failure to capture all the detail in a scene with traditional imaging systems.

over-accentuated by the computer vision algorithms [44, 58, 59]. Simple linear
encoding is not the answer either. Rana et al. [60] showed that although
computer vision algorithms can be more effective working directly on HDR
pixel values, these values first should be encoded to perceptually linear values.
Further research is required to provide conclusive evidence how best to encode
HDR video efficiently to provide a single compressed video stream for both
human and computer requirements.
The use of HDR imaging for computer vision applications is set to increase
significantly in the coming years, with more and more reliance on imaging techniques rather than humans to, for example, control autonomous cars, and increase surveillance capabilities. The consequences of a camera failing to capture
and accurately analyse all the information in a scene can have tragic consequences, as shown by the fatal Tesla car accident where the on-board imaging
system was unable to detect a large 18-wheel white truck and trailer against a
bright sky [61]. Figure 5 shows the failure of a traditional imaging system to
capture detail inside a car or outside the tunnel.

5. The Future: Fulfilling its Potential
The first wave of HDR technology can be thought of as being “display referred”. In this approach, content is graded to try getting the “best looking”
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image for a particular display [Wri13]. This is of course highly subjective, limited by any displays capabilities, and not necessarily a true representation of
the real scene being portrayed. HDR technology has the ability to provide a
one-to-one relationship between the actual dynamic range in the scene, and that
which is captured and delivered to a display. While creative intent may permit
the use of adapting original content, ideally the technology should have the capability of reproducing real world lighting. Thus to achieve the full potential
of HDR video, it should be “scene referred”, Figure 6. The real world contains
a wide range of lighting. A scene referred HDR image is one that reproduces
the lighting in the actual scene. Of course, the dynamic range of the camera
may not be sufficient to capture all the lighting. One advantage of a scene referred approach is that images of the same scene from different scene referred
cameras should look the same. This is a key feature of the ACES workflow
which is being increasingly used for managing images within motion picture
and television production [21]. A challenge of scene referred content for live
broadcast though is, for example, having to intercut a news reader captured in
a dim studio, with content captured in a very bright environment, resulting in
significant flicker [62]. The solution to this is to use knowledge of the lighting in
both scenes to smooth out any flicker prior to displaying the combined content.
Furthermore, to ensure an enhanced viewing experience, how the image should
be displayed should also take into account the capabilities of the display device
and the ambient lighting conditions under which the content is being viewed.
Defined by EU COST Action IC1005 [1], TrueHDR is a scene referred system
that ensures the full range of HDR data is preserved throughout the entire
pipeline from capture to display. No tone mapping occurs within the pipeline
until just before display. As Figure 8 shows, with TrueHDR, an appropriate
TMO (chosen dynamically from a range of TMOs) is used to tone map the
received HDR video content on to the display (per scene if necessary), ensuring
an enhanced viewing experience as this tone mapping takes into account, the
actual characteristics of the display, the ambient lighting conditions, any creative
intent, and the viewer’s own viewing preferences. These preferences can be
12

Figure 6: Scene referred data: A one-to-one relationship with a real scene. Image courtesy of
EU COST Action IC1005 [1].

Figure 7: TrueHDR framework.

manual, such as a the viewer selecting which player he/she wishes to see clearly
whatever the scene lighting conditions or automatic, such as “see ball mode”,
which would show, for example the golf ball clearly (in one exposure) up against
the bright sky (shown in another exposure).
Although scene referred, ACES is not suitable for bit-rates used in live video
[21]. One scene referred HDR video codec that is suitable for live broadcast is
the Power Transfer Function (PTF) [27]. An analytical implementation of PTF
has been shown to be 29 times faster than an analytical implementation PQ
and over 1.4 times faster than an LUT implementation of PQ, Table 1.
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Time per frame (in ms)
Analytical

Speedup

Look Up Table

PTF4

PTF4

PQ

PTF4

PQ

vs PQ

vs LUT

2.70

69.39

3.89

3.99

25.69

1.44

2.69

98.08

3.95

3.91

36.90

1.47

Table 1: Comparison of HDR video encoding between PQ and PTF [27].

Figure 8: Comparison of displays seen at IBC 2016 (left) Samsung 1,500 cd/m2 (right) SIM2
10,000 cd/m2 .

6. Discussion
HDR and HDR video in particular has come a very long way in just the last
five years. HDR is now being used as a powerful marketing tool in the drive to
sell “next generation” televisions. In traditional economics terms, the barriers
that could limit widespread adoption of HDR technology are [63]:
1. The lack of a clear benefit of HDR in a specific application:
HDR is already starting to affect every aspect of imaging from gaming, to
entertainment to surveillance and autonomous vehicles. This is thus not
a barrier as the benefits to these applications are clear: more immersive
gaming experiences; better quality images and therefore increased sales
of HDR-enabled televisions; the ability to see and track objects even in
extreme lighting; and, increased safety.
2. High costs in moving to from LDR to HDR technology: This
is currently a barrier as costs for specialised HDR equipment are high.
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Low-cost consumer HDR video cameras do not yet exist, although it is
possible to create HDR video using multiple exposures with off-the-shelf
DSLR cameras [16], for example a Canon 5D using Magic Lantern [64]. As
discussed above, consumer televisions are claiming to be HDR, however,
HDR displays capable of delivering a true HDR experience with peak
luminance > 4,000 cd/m2 , such as those from SIM2, are still relatively
expensive. It can be expected though that consumer HDR displays will
continue to improve their peak brightness as customers increasingly want
to watch HDR content in conditions other than a dark room; for example
Sony has announced a 4,000 cd/m2 display [65].
3. If some key parts in the HDR pipeline contain (expensive) proprietary IPR: Dolby Vision is a proprietary HDR ecosystem that ensures the delivery of high-quality HDR content [45]. Fortunately for the
widespread uptake of HDR video, two free alternative HDR compression
schemes have been standardised, HDR10 and HLG [14], while a number
of equally good methods are freely available in the academic literature
[23, 24, 27]. Standardisation may be a key issue to facilitate large-scale
industry adoption of HDR, however many other users, including OTT
broadcasting, have no such restrictions.
4. The lack of backward compatible solutions to ease the transition from LDR to HDR: Backward compatibility is a major problem
facing the adoption of HDR at present. The one-stream encoding methods encapsulated in ST.2100 [14] assume a 10-bit infrastructure and that
the display will be HDR enabled. It is not clear yet precisely how HDR
content will be shown on legacy displays which are not HDR enabled. Furthermore, although mobile devices are rapidly becoming the platform of
choice to watch video content [66], until these too become 10-bit architectures, viewers will have to content with some form of image which is tone
mapped at the client. An alternative is that a two-stream compression
method will be needed to deliver the HDR content, perhaps in a novel architecture to take into account the actual capabilities of the devices, such
15

as that proposed by Melo et al. [67].
Another major factor affecting the adoption of HDR is that, despite the
fact that HDR televisions are being highly marketed, HDR content is still not
widely available. For example, in April 2016 Netflix offered viewers Season 1 of
the Marco Polo series in 4K HDR, but required the viewers to join the Netflix
4K content streaming plan for $12 per month [68]. Amazon Prime, now offers
27 4K HDR films, but again viewers need to be customers of Amazon Prime
subscription service and own an HDR 4K TV [69]. At present, viewing (the
limited) HDR video content on consumer HDR televisions is impressive, but
only in a dark room.
Although consumer adoption of HDR may currently be slow and there are
still barriers to overcome, research and development continues apace. A 10,000
cd/m2 SIM2 HDR display was shown within the Future Zone section of IBC in
September 2016 [70], Figure 8. This demonstration can be regarded as a “game
changer” for the future of HDR. The 10,000 cd/m2 display clearly showed that
HDR does not have to be watched in a dark room, perhaps even with the walls
painted black. With a 10,000 cd/m2 display you can, for example, enjoy the
HDR experience within sports in the afternoon with your curtains open; and,
despite previous “fear-mongering” about bright displays, you do not need sun
glasses to look at a 10,000 cd/m2 display nor do you need your own power
station to power it; it has a peak power consumption of 1.5kW [71].
Existing HDR video codecs, such as HDR10, HLG and even the 12-bit PQ
within Dolby Vision, only do not produce artefacts on displays with peak luminance of less than 10,000 cd/m2 . Now that a 10,000 cd/m2 display is a reality,
new codecs need to be developed. To fully exploit the future of HDR, these new
video codecs need to be “scene referred”; capable of coping with the full range
of light in a scene rather than a peak luminance of a display. Furthermore,
such “future-proof” codecs should go beyond just HDR and take into account
all components of UHD video: spatial resolution (at least 4K), higher dynamic
range and frame rate, and wider colour gamut. This will provide the foundation
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necessary for further significant innovation in the media and creative industries,
and beyond.
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